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In Memoriam: John Howard Daliies
A. HYATT KING

By the death of John Davies on 31 August 1972 not only the United Kingdom branch ofI.A.M.L. but the entire Association and general profession of music librarianship have sustaineda grievous loss. For besides being president both of the branch and the association, he hadexercised wide influence for a quarter of a century, notably of course as music librarian of theB.B.C. His varied career, which extended over forty-six years and culminated in this importantpost, deserves to be recalled in some detail because it is wholly characteristic of his energyand versatility.John Davies was born on 7 February 1909 in Moxley, Staffordshire. On leavingWolverhampton Grammar School in 1926, he became an assistant in Birmingham ReferenceLibrary and took his F.L.A. in 1931. Two public library posts followed—at Paddington asdeputy librarian from 1933 to 1937 and at Chelmsford as chief librarian from 1937 to 1939.His war service lasted from 1941 to 1946, first in the R.A.S.C., later as a captain inthe Intelligence Corps. On the cessation of hostilities, he was called in by Army Educationto divide between home and overseas commands some 10,00o gramophone records inheritedfrom E.N.S.A. He then went to Vienna as librarian and interpreter with the Sadler's WellsBallet. In July 1946 he was appointed librarian and curator of the Hove Public Library andMuseum but in the following January joined the B.B.C.His responsibility covered an extensive range of broadcast music—light music, televisionand the regions, as well as the Central Library. His early years coincided with the great days ofthe Third Programme (now, as Radio 3, a ghost of its former self). Then, as now, fewlisteners probably ever realised the strenuous work needed to supply the parts and scoresneeded for performances, and the problems of tracing unfamiliar—sometimes even familiar—music at short notice. Broadcast music owes an immense debt to John Davies and his devotedstaff for expanding the library and supplying the needs of conductors, choirs and soloists.The published catalogue of the Corporation's Central Music Library, which appeared in ninesubstantial volumes from 1965 onwards, owed much of its impetus to his drive and vision.His valuable service and notable capacity as an organiser were recognised in 1968 when he wascreated M.B.E. His job taught him how to use reference books to provide informationquickly and he put his knowledge into print in his book Musicalia (2966). It is enlivened bythe same quirky humour that marks his reviews and articles in BRIO.But John Davies's interests were far from being confined to radio libraries, and as atraveller in search of wider knowledge few, if any, music librarians from any country canrival him. In 1966 he began a series of visits which took him all over the world. In April andMay, as a guest of the State Department, he went to a score of cities in various parts of theUnited States. A little later (in company with Hermann Baron), partly at the invitation of theBritish Council, he visited a numerous variety of libraries in Germany, Czechoslovakia, Austria,Hungary and Poland (where his visit coincided with the I.A.M.L. assembly). The next year,Davies made a much longer journey, which took him to the Far East, Australia and NewZealand (being seconded in both countries to their Broadcasting Corporations), and back
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via Persia, Israel, Turkey, Greece, Italy, Spain and Portugal. In Israel and Turkey, his visitsto music libraries were sponsored by the British Council. In 1968, in connection with thejoint I.A.M.L.—I.M.S. congress in New York, he went to some libraries in the Middle West,as part of an International Visitors' Program. (He wrote some entertaining accounts of histravels in The Libraly World.) One of the aims of these truly ambassadorial journeyings wasto collect information for a projected book on music libraries of the world, which one musthope may still be published.From 1950 onwards John Davies regularly attended the meetings of I.A.M.L. and becamepresident of its Radio Libraries Committee in that year. His reports in Fontes were an all toomodest record of its achievement and reflected his patient work in securing successfulinternational co-operation in making scarce performing materials more easily available. Hewas elected a vice-president of the Association in i96z, and, to the great pleasure of his friends(a pleasure, alas, all too brief), president at St Gallen in 1971. He was the second radio librarianto hold this office, the first having been his close friend Dr Folke Lindberg, head of theSwedish Radio Library who served from 1959 to 1963.When the United Kingdom branch of the Association was founded in 1953, John Davieswas elected chairman and became its president fifteen years later. The expansion of the branchin its early years and the success of the congress it organised at Cambridge in 1959 owed a lotto his unobtrusive work. In national affairs, much of the success of branch meetings andweekend conferences was due to his suggestions for speakers and venues. In 1970 Daviessucceeded C. B. Oldman as chairman of the Central Music Library. Indeed, as a chairman ingeneral, Davies was admirable—incisive, quick to take points, unselfconsciously witty andalways able to handle difficult issues skilfully. He served as an examiner for the LibraryAssociation's music paper from 1968 to the summer of 1970 and was a supervisor and assessorof F.L.A. theses. He brought to all his work as a music librarian the skill of a practical musician.He had at one time studied with Granville Bantock and was a very useful player first on theoboe and then on the bassoon. At Hove, he founded a flourishing society for chamber music,which was also much played in his home at Muswell Hill. With his wife Phyllis, a violaplayer, he lent welcome strength to the Highgate School Orchestra for many years. JohnDavies was a rare human being, kindly and generous, a man who valued his friends and wasmuch valued by them, and did much good in the specialised profession which he adorned forso long.

Forgotten Music
HANS GAL

Music is perishable. This statement is not refuted by the amount of music that hassurvived for centuries and, for all we know, will continue to survive. Music which we regardas immortal is an infinitesimal part of what has been submitted by composers in the last500 years. The bulk has disappeared, and the bulk will continue to disappear, in view of theerratic rarity of genius and the vast supply of inferior produce. What I propose to discussis not the fact itself, the reasons for which are obvious, but the enigmatic mechanism wherebymusic, that has once been famous and appreciated, may disappear, temporarily or completely,and music which has for one reason or another remained unrecognised may be revived.
24

• At a time when publication was rare, musicians had a realistic attitude to the problem:they wrote their music for an actual demand or occasion and nobody thought about itsdurability. It may even have contributed to the artist's integrity that he was undisturbed byambition, that he had no other thought on his mind than to fulfil honestly a task of the moment.This was Bach's attitude and this was Haydn's when the one had to write a church cantatafor the following Sunday, or the other a symphony for his princely employer's next dinnerparty. They did their best as honest craftsmen.Well, contemporaries did not always recognise the great musician amongst a crowd ofinferiors, and his situation was particularly problematic when his music had only the scantiestchance of becoming known. When Bach, in 1723, took charge of church music in Leipzig,Germany was still suffering from the ravages of the Thirty Years War and a musician'sactivity was restricted within the narrowest limits. The tiny fraction of his works that Bachwas able to publish, at his own expense, hardly gave him any publicity. When he died in 1750,none but a handful of friends and disciples bothered about his music. Nevertheless, it survivedat St Thomas's Cathedral, where Mozart heard a motet of his when he passed through Leipzigin 1789. Several years before he had had a chance to lay hands on a handwritten copy ofthe' Forty-Bight', and the impression it made on him was decisive for the later developmentof his style. Thus Mozart became the first posthumous disciple of Bach. Beethoven, a pupilof Neefe, who had been a pupil of Bach's son Carl Philip Emanuel, already grew up with the' Forty-Eight ' and he studied them all his life.I mention this in order to emphasise how problematic the chance of survival of great musicstill was in the eighteenth century. Handel, Bach's close contemporary, was fortunate; helived in a wealthy country and enjoyed the patronage of a rich aristocracy. Handel's andBach's positions in the world were as different as a palace and a hovel. This is why Bach'swork offers the most spectacular example of buried treasure and its exhumation. Mendelssohn'sperformance of the St Matthew Passion in Berlin in 1829, a century after the first performancein Leipzig, paved the way for further progress in the recovery of Bach's music. But only inI850, at the centenary of Bach's death, was a complete edition of his works started, the lastvolume of which did not appear until the end of the century. Bach's posthumous influencewas enormous and there was no musician of the nineteenth century who escaped it, perhapswith the sole exception of Berlioz. For Brahms the annual volume of the Bach CompleteEdition to which he had subscribed meant more than any contemporary score that ever cameinto his hands.Nor was Bach the only great composer of his time who had to be discovered by posterity.Another close contemporary of his, Domenico Scarlatti, who lived at the Spanish court inMadrid, was almost equally secluded from publicity. His 5 5 5 sonatas for harpsichord, oneof the most magnificent contributions to keyboard music of all times, had to wait until ourcentury to become accessible in a complete edition.Dictionaries are a good source of information on the musical opinion of a period. GeorgeGrove was a sound and well-trained musician but he nonetheless shared the prejudices of histime. It is strange that his original article on Cimarosa, written for the first edition of hisdictionary of music, published in 1879, is still to be found in my copy of the Grove Dictionary,that of 1940. Domenico Cimarosa, a celebrated contemporary of Mozart, is mainly rememberedfor his most famous opera, Ii matrimonio segreto. Grove writes: Cimarosa was the culminatingpoint of genuine Italian opera. His invention is simple but always natural; and in spite of hisItalian love of melody he is never monotonous, but both in form and melody is always inkeeping with the situation. In this respect Italian opera has manifestY retrograded since his time.'So we are told that the decline of Italian opera, starting with Rossini, had continued withDonizetti, Bellini and Verdi—odd to read! But we remember that all through the nineteenthcentury, both in Germany and in this country, running down Italian opera was a favourite
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topic with serious judges of music, and the more audiences flocked to this frivolous pastime,the more its questionable quality had to be pointed out. Grove's most respected Germancolleague, Hugo Riemann, who in 1882 also published a dictionary of music, puts Verdirather below Meyerbeer, for whom he has not much admiration either.All the same, the fact that only a fraction of the output of those great Italian composerswas maintained in the operatic repertory was hardly the result of such highbrow criticismbut rather of a natural selection from an enormous supply. Here we are confronted with thephenomenon of total or temporary disfavour into which works can fall which, once upon atime, were favourites. And the occasional rediscovery of such forgotten works—we havewitnessed a great many of Rossini's, Donizetti's, Bellini's and Verdi's operas revived aftermany years—is equally puzzling. Apart from a change of fashion which may cause a temporaryor definite eclipse, and intrinsic qualities which are certainly the most decisive justification of arediscovery, our century has developed an inexhaustible curiosity for the creative output ofprevious periods and centuries, and the results are sometimes questionable. The great cemeteryof forgotten music, opened to the diggers, has been turned over and over at an ever increasingspeed since the complete editions of the works of the great classics inaugurated a periodof unlimited historical interest.It is a tricky specialist's job to arrive at an authentic, reliable text from sometimescontradictory manuscript sources, and it may happen that the enthusiasm of a discoverymay prevail over a critical appreciation of the object's artistic value. I have before me the scoreof an opera by Gluck, L'Innocena giustificata, published in the Austrian Denkmaler seriesmany years ago, to which I had to contribute a continuo. Written a few years before Gluck'sfirst master opera, Orfeo, it is an almost uninterrupted string of arias, much like so many operasby Handel but without the blessing of Handel's wide range of invention and art of writing,and it is introduced by an overture whose inane emptiness defies comparison. One mayfind better ones by any third rate contemporary of Gluck's, say by Galuppi or Wagenseil.There is a tremendous gap between Gluck at his best and Gluck at his worst, and howeversublime he can be in his great dramatic moments, he can be unspeakably insipid when hisdeeper feeling is not aroused. His earlier Italian operas are hardly suitable for a completeedition.Poor music, in point of fact, was abundant in Gluck's early time, the mid-eighteenthcentury, which was a period of questionable workmanship, strikingly in contrast to thepreceding generation, represented by such composers as Bach and Handel, Couperin andRameau, Scarlatti and Pergolesi. You see, there can be ample reasons for music to be forgotten,and in such cases an attempt to revive it is futile.Owing to the ever increasing publicity in which musical events have taken place sincethe nineteenth century, the process of selection and elimination seems to have been much morereliable, and it is not easy to find forgotten music of this period that has not deserved its eclipse.Contributions of any importance could not easily remain totally disregarded. It always takesa considerable time for real values to emerge, but in the end the assessment is probably just.The amazing thing is how erratic a contemporary view can be and how even the mostcompetent judge is exposed to errors. Robert Schumann, who enthusiastically hailed the firstwork of Chopin's that came into his hands, who was the first to introduce Berlioz, to introduceBrahms to his readers, wrote almost as enthusiastically about Sterndale Bennett and NielsGade and was able to put Norbert Burgmiiller—some of his little pieces have survived inpiano albums—beside Schubert. We learn of another forgotten master when we read areference to Beethoven in Musical IVorld, an English music magazine of the 183os ; I quote:'In the obstinate manner in which he [Beethoven] drives one passage through and throughand against another, he has no equal except Sebastian Bach and our own illustrious SamuelWesley,'
z6

Nothing is as difficult as an objective evaluation of an individual artist if one does notsee him from the distance necessary for a proper perspective. Looking through oldprogrammes of the Reid Concerts in Edinbugh, I found one from 1859 in which a footnoteindicates one item as: In memory of the greatest composer of our time who died on the22nd of October.' Guess who this was: Spohr—at a time when Rossini was still alive, whenBerlioz and Verdi were famous, when Brahms was already known, when Wagner was in thelimelight of publicity! Having mentioned Rossini, I remember a precious passage in a prefacethe French poet Lamartine wrote for the memoirs of Lorenzo da Ponte when they werepublished in Paris in 185o. He duly informs his readers that Da Ponte was the librettist ofMozart, ceRossini de son siècle—' that Rossini of his century'. So much for the perspective of acontemporary!All the same, Louis Spohr's music, famous during his lifetime but soon forgotten andburied for nearly a century, is very much worth considering. His operas, his oratorios, hissymphonies have faded and are probably beyond recovery. But much of his chamber musicdeserves attention, music of a master craftsman with an attractive style of his own. The dangerof total loss in spite of high artistic qualities is most acute in opera, with its elusive problemsof combining music and drama. Therefore the mortality rate of opera has always been enormousand mitigating circumstances, which allow a reprieve, are rare. An arguable case is PeterCornelius's Der Barbier von Bagdad. It failed dismally at its first performance in Weimar in1858 because it coincided with a noisy demonstration against Liszt who conducted it and thecomposer never heard it again. It occasionally returns to the stage but it has never taken itsplace where it really belongs, among the finest masterpieces of comic opera. Still moreneglected is another work of the same species, Der Corregidor by Hugo Wolf, a fount of preciousmusic, written, it is true, by a composer who had no experience of the theatre and paid thepenalty for it.Regarding contemporary judgment and its fallibility, our century is certainly no exception,and the distance necessary for a assessment has not diminished either. If one looks backover a long period of time, as I do, one will remember the oddest evaluations. When I wasyoung, Scriabin was regarded by serious critics as the greatest of all Russian composers,greater than Tchaikovsky or Mussorgsky. In Germany between the wars Franz Schrekerloomed almost larger than Richard Strauss as a representative of contemporary opera, andRespighi was one of the greatest modern composers. And still in the later thirties one couldread statements such as Bach, Mozart and Elgar ', and Sibelius was regarded by many as thegreatest symphonic composer since Beethoven. I guess a great many corrections with respectto present day evaluations will have to be made in the next fifty years. And if perhaps not muchwill re-emerge that is being forgotten today, much will be forgotten which today is at thecentre of the public view.Considering the importance of the printed word in leading or influencing public opinion,it is no wonder that there was never a lack of efforts of the kind we call propaganda in politics.Public opinion is a result of a democratic process and this holds for music as for art or poetryor any kind of human activity. All of us who are interested in a matter do vote pro or conand our votes are recorded without our being aware of it. This is the legitimate process offorming opinion. But there are methods of bending it in one direction or another, aspoliticians have discovered long ago. Gluck was probably the first great composer to realisethe enormous potentialities of propaganda in promoting success and the first to organise andcultivate his press relations, providing material for his supporters, formulating his artisticaims, ridiculing his opponents and being aware of every tactical advantage to secure hisposition in Paris in the 177os. His most successful follower in this line was Meyerbeer in thei8 30s. Meyerbeer was fabulously rich and could afford any expense connected with suchefforts. Heinrich Heine, the German poet who lived in Paris at that time, poked fun at the great
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The music is scored for twenty-six strings (8, 6, 5 , 4, 3), double woodwind, three horns,three trumpets, three trombones, timpani, two percussion and harp. There are also two guitarsin vision for the party scene. A total of forty-nine.We have forty working days to produce the vocal scores—more, of course, for theorchestral parts. I thicken the full score pencil in places and number the even pages on theleft-hand side. Then I send it to the photographers to have three copies made: one for theconductor, one for making the piano reduction—this copy will later be used by one of thesound balancers, and one for myself. In five days the negatives are made and returned to me forchecking. Some minims need opening up with a razor blade and a few faint places need alittle indian ink. It takes about twenty hours, then the 400 negatives go back to the photo-graphers for printing. The original score is now ready for the copyist. I decide to have eachscene copied in separate booklets, for we do not yet know in which order the work will berecorded.On the tenth day the first copy of the full score is ready. It is comb-bound in two volumes.I send a book each to the men who are to make the piano reduction. I have been lucky ingetting two who write neatly enough for their work to be duplicated without recopying,thus saving time and money. Occasionally one of them will ring up with a query: how, forexample, to convey a drum passage on the piano? Can we ask the rehearsal pianist to beat itout on the piano lid? Remembering the unsmiling player booked for the job, I say, Yes, ofcourse'. On the nineteenth and twenty-first days the completed reductions are delivered.One is in pencil, one in ink. The pencil one is neater but both are fit to photograph. I spendtwo days checking them, make some minor alterations, and add the appropriate page numbersto the second half of the work, making a total of 198. This too goes off to the photographers.As before, negatives are made and checked, improved and returned for printing.Meanwhile the copying of the orchestral parts is progressing. Problems do arise. The copyistphones up to draw my attention, with great glee, to page ninety-seven. The two flutes aretied over at the end of the page, but have nothing on the next, where the clarinets have someuntransposed music, sudden and unexpected. We agree that this must be the missing flutemusic. Again, by omitting a treble clef, the composer has taken the violas clean off theirinstruments. This is harder to solve but in the end after examining all the evidence we agreewhere the clef should be. It would of course be better to get the composer's confirmation onthis point but he is sunning himself somewhere in the Mediterranean. The copyist snorts,threatens to copy exactly what is written, relents, and reminds me of the saying addressed tocomposers: Be kind to your copyist: in him may lie your genius'.On the twenty-ninth day the first copies of the vocal score come in. The very first I sendto 'George' whose role is by far the biggest. The second to the director, who has a lot ofplanning to do. Rumour has it that he already has a tape of the composer playing from thefull score and singing all the characters in his best falsetto. Vocal scores are sent to theconductor, assistant conductor, repetiteur, soloists, chorus master, rehearsal pianist, tapeeditor, producer and his staff, choreographer and designer—he can't read music but thinkshe'd like to have one—so I lend him one that will be used later by one of the sound balancers.Not everyone needs a complete score. George's mother, for example, appears only in the lastthree scenes. The chorus sing only in the party scene (though they play the crowd at the endof the bedroom scene). With vocal scores costing upwards of kio each, this makes a worthwhilesaving.So. Everything is going according to plan. All vocal scores needed before the studiodays have been sent out. The copying of the orchestral parts progresses. Should the copyistbe taken ill, I have my (as yet unspoken) plan for dividing up the score and giving it to twoor three other copyists to finish. Although preparation time has been short, the splendidbursts of energy on the part of the photographers and the vocal score makers, and the steady
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work of the copyist have ensured that the work will be completed in plenty of time. It wouldhave been just another routine preparation, if fate had not suddenly given us more time. . . .Three weeks before the first rehearsal, the singer playing George was taken ill and orderedfour months of complete rest. After a frantic and abortive attempt to find a suitable replacement,the opera was postponed until October. I phoned the photographers and copyist to say,'Keep working, but give it low priority'.Later I had a memo from the producer telling me that the opera was to be extended byten minutes. The author and composer wanted an extra scene between the quarrel and theparty scenes and permission had been given. The new scene was to be a long solo for UncleSebastian which confirms his innocence. Then George enters unseen, intent on murder,changes his mind and decides on the charade instead.The composer phones to explain. 'It will have a much greater impact if we are not unsurethat Sebastian is innocent.'Yes, of course.'We christen the new scene Uncle Sebastian's Cavatina ', although his solo runs fornearly six minutes. When the new scene is delivered, as before, it is photographed, reduced forpiano and checked and reproduced for everyone, and parts have to be copied for theorchestra. I retrieve as many vocal scores as I can and amend them. I have the covers changedfrom yellow to blue to denote June Edition. Thus when rehearsals begin I shall be able tosee at a glance which copies have been altered and pounce on those that have so far escaped.Ominously, in August, there was a change somewhere high-up. By the end of the monthall projects had been examined and judgment was sent down. The opera must not be longerthan one hour. We must go back to the original version.This the composer would not do! Some of Uncle Sebastian's Cavatina ' must be saved.He went away to consult with the author how this might be done. I warn the copyist of thecoming changes. It is September and time is getting short.One day the composer discloses his plan. He will insert the remnants of the Cavatinain two places: during the charade when George looks for a reaction from Uncle Sebastian,and when George's mother begins to suspect the uncle herself in Scene four. In both placeswe shall have to delete some existing music. In spite of everything,' the composer tells me,I think the new version will have no less impact.'Yes, of course.'About the same time as the rehearsals begin the full score of the new music arrives. Timeis short and I make the piano reduction myself and have the photographs made in the library,for only zoo sheets of music are involved. I go to the first rehearsal and stick the sheets intovocal scores of those who need them. I put a thick black line down the blue covers to denoteJune version with August alterations making September Edition. The rehearsal pianist comes up to me.Who made the piano reduction? He's got me banging on the piano lid! ' I express surprise,but have a quiet word with the assistant conductor who is taking the rehearsal that day.When they come to the passage in the first run through, the conductor stops the music. Notenough drum there,' he says, better bang with both hands!'Sitting at home the copyist is still grumbling away cheerfully, though he's now coveringup what he had previously written so beautifully. Every part presents a different spacing orturnover problem. He asks me if I know of a quiet job in a music library.Meanwhile I am pressing the composer for the alterations to Scene Four. He sends me apiano version to keep me quiet. We copy and reproduce it in the library, and at the nextrehearsal, fix it into the books. I add a second black line—June version, August and Septemberalterations making October Edition. I decide not to call it Final Edition. The last bit of the fullscore has still not arrived and the first orchestral rehearsal is near. I assure the copyist thatit will arrive in good time for him to complete the alterations. I promise it won't arrive the
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day before the first orchestral rehearsal. . . I promise he won't have to stay up all night tofinish it. But it does, and he does, so I promise him a good lunch if he gets it out on time.I myself spend the early hours of the morning altering a passage in the orchestral partsto Scene Five. At the piano rehearsal that day the conductor had decided to change bars ofV 58 into four bars of common time, as it will be easier for the singers'. Incidentallyit's easier to conduct, too. (There is a saying: No conductor is a hero to his librarian.)At nine o'clock the same morning the copyist meets me in the rehearsal studio. He looksbleary-eyed and wan. But he brings Scene Four alterations complete, and the original score,which I haven't seen for months. Now librarians are strangely sentimental, perhaps, overoriginal manuscripts and in spite of myself I thumb through it. On the last page, where,you may remember, the composer had written GEORGE IS DEAD, I see the copyist hasadded: I don't feel so good ligself.The orchestra assembles. The conductor arrives. The music starts. The director and thecomposer arrive. The conductor has not worked with this orchestra before. They try himout'. The oboist tries a wrong note. The trombones alter the rhythm of a soft passage. Theconductor stops the orchestra. The parts are badly copied,' says the principal trombone.This is too much! 'Rubbish!' I shout, 'One of the finest copyists in the country!' Theplayer turns and gives me a big wink. (They have a saying: When you're in trouble, blamethe parts.)The rehearsal soon settles down, though not all the players are enjoying the music. Thetwo bassoons for instance. High notes, low notes, fast and all over the place. The principalbassoon mutters, Must have written it with a flit-gun!' Then the piccolo points out withgreat glee that he has a D flat which is off the bottom of me instrument'. The conductor,the copyist and I glare at one another, furious with ourselves for not spotting it. Only thecomposer is unruffled. Leave it out' he says, with a wave of the hand.In the afternoon the singers go through some of their music and the following morningthere is a first run through of the whole work. The composer, having now heard his music,comes armed with a list of alterations: there are changes of dynamic, some altered notes andhere and there a passage has been put on an additional instrument. I mark them on my scorein red pencil and make a list of the page numbers. From this I put the changes into theconductor's score after the rehearsal, and on the following day when the orchestra is not withus I alter the sound balancer's copy and the orchestral parts. I finish at 2.30 in the morning.The telerecording itself occupies two studios. In the first is the orchestra and conductor,with the orchestral sound balancer in his gallery above them. The sound and a shot of theconductor are relayed to the second studio, where the singer and sets are, with the overallsound balancer, the director and his staff and the lighting engineer in their galleries. On thestudio floor the assistant conductor, vocal score balanced on one arm, one eye on a convenientmonitor, dodges between cameras and microphone stands relaying the beat to the singers.The first two days the party scene and the bedroom scene are rehearsed and recorded.The chorus have then finished their part in the opera, while Bel's brother has not started his.The third and fourth days Scenes One, Two and Five are rehearsed with cameras and recorded.When the final note is played we collect up the scores and parts and prise from the singersas many vocal scores as possible. In a few days the material will be catalogued and housedin the library, while the tape editor, director and sound balancer complete their work byfitting the whole thing together in the proper sequence.If at a future date the production is entered for some international competition, I shallhave to mark up several vocal scores for the judges, with all the camera cuts: there are 265of them. But for the moment I leave the opera awaiting its transmission and critics. I leavethe library staff to carry on servicing all the other programmes and myself-I go off to lunchwith the copyist.
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AMERICAROBERTS, KENNETH. Music in America: a properview before Howard. MR vol. 32 no. 3. Aug.,PP. 254-264.
ANALYSISBEESON, ROGER A. Background and model. Aconcept in musical analysis. MR vol. 32 no. 4. Nov.,PP. 349-359.
ARMSTRONG, LouisMELLERS, WILFRID. And the trumpets sounded.MMu vol. 20 no. 2. Oct., pp. 24, 25.
AUBER, Daniel-FrancoisKLEIN, JOHN W. Daniel-Francois Auber (1782-1871).Op vol. 22 no. 8. Aug., pp. 684-690.
TSCHAIKOVSKY on Auber (1781-1871), translated byF. Harling-Comyns, from Memoires et critiques'.MO vol. 94 no. 1128. Sept., p. 625.
AUSTRIASMITHERS, DON L. The Habsburg Imperial Trompeterand Heerpaucker privileges of 1653. GSJ vol. 24.July, pp. 84-95.

BACH, Johann SebastianEuroN, CHRISTOPHER. Bach and the dance. MTevol. 50 no. 8. Aug., pp. 7, zi.
EMERY, WALTER. Is your Bach playing authentic?MT vol. /12 no. 1541. July, pp. 697, 698; vol. 112.no. 1542. Aug., pp. 796, 797.
BAKER, GeorgeBAKER, GEORGE. Sixty years as a singer. RS nos.42/43. April/July, pp. 771-776.
BARTOK, BelaHEDGES, ANTHONY. Bartok's letters. Co no. 41.Autumn, pp. 21, 23, 24.
WHITTALL, ARNOLD. Bartok's second string quartet.MR vol. 32 no. 3. Aug., pp. 265-270.
BASSOONOROMSZEGI, orro. Bassoons at the Narodni Museum,Prague. GS J vol. 24. July, pp. 96-lox.
BEETHOVEN, Ludwig vanFORI3ES, ELLIOT. Beethoven as a choral composer.PRMA vol. 97. pp. 69-82.
MEIKLE, ROBERT B. Thematic transformation in thefirst movement of Beethoven's Eroica ' symphony.MR vol. 32 no. 3. Aug., pp. 205-218.
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TYSON, ALAN. Stages in the composition of Beethoven'spiano trio op. 70 no. 1. PRMA. vol. 97. pp. 1-19.
TYSON, ALAN. An angry letter from Beethoven. MTvol. 112 no. 1543. Sept., pp. 842-845.
BENNETT, Richard RodneySTOKER, RICHARD. Bennett in Baltimore. Co no. 41.Autumn, pp. 1-3, 5-7.
BERG, AlbanPERLE, GEORGE. Representation and symbol in themusic of Wozzeck. MR vol. 32 no. 4. Nov., pp.281-308.
BERIO, LucianoRANDS, BERNARD. The master of new sounds. MMuvol. 19 no. 12. Aug., pp. 32-36.
BINNS, James JepsonSUMNER, W. L. J. J. Binns and the organ in theCastlegate Church, Nottingham. 0 vol. 51 no. zoI.July, pp. 21-24.
BISIACH, LeandroANON. Leandro Bisiach. S vol. 8z no. 980. Dec.,PP. 338, 339, 375.
BLISS, Sir ArthurGIPPS, RUTH. Sir Arthur Bliss: Meditations on atheme. Co no. 41. Autumn, pp. 9-15.
m.A.HoNY, PATRICK. Sir Arthur Bliss: The Californianinterlude. Co no. 40. Summer, pp. 7-9.
PALMER, CHRISTOPHER. Bliss on stage and screen.MO vol. 94 no. 1127. Aug., pp. 558-561.
PALMER, CHRISTOPHER. Aspects of Bliss. MT vol.112 no. 1542. Aug., pp. 743-745.
PRIESTLEY, J. B. My friend Bliss. MT vol. 112 no.1542. Aug., PP. 749, 741.
RICHARDS, DENBY.Musick. MMu vol.Bliss, Master of the Queen'szo no. 1. Sept., pp. 40-423 44.
THOMPSON, KENNETH L. Bliss: supplement to thecatalogue of works. MT vol. 112 no. 1548. Aug.,PP. 745, 746.
BLOCH, ErnestKNAPP, ALEXANDER. The Jewishness of Bloch:subconscious or conscious? PRivfA vol. 97. pp.99-112.
BOULEZ, PierreGRIFFITHS, PAUL. Boulez reflects: Eclat/Multiples.MT vol. II2 no. 1542. Aug., pp. 753, 754.

NORTHCOTT, BAYAN. Boulez's theory of composition.MMu vol. 20 no. 4. Dec., pp. 32-36.
BRAHMS, JohannesBOND, ANN. Brahms choral preludes, op. 122. MTvol. III no. 1543. Sept., pp. 898-900.
BREAM, JulianEASTWOOD, THOMAS. Julian Bream's Wiltshire work-shop. MMu vol. 19 no. ix. July, pp. 28, 29.
BROADCASTINGSYMONDS, DAVID. Reactionary Radio One. MMu vol.19 no. ii. July, pp. 2.6, 27.
BRUEGGEN, FransBRUEGGEN, FRANS, and the new mannerism, asymposium. RMM vol. 3 no. ii. Sept., pp. 399-403.
BUCK, Percy CarterHOWELLS, HERBERT. Percy Carter Buck, 1871-1947.RCM vol. 67 no. 3. Dec., pp. 95-98.
BUSONI, FerruccioGREEN, GORDON. Ferruccio Busoni. Co no. 40.Summer, pp. 19, zo.
BUSSCHER, Henri deHARRIS, MELVYN. Oboist extraordinary: Henri deBusscher. RMM vol. 3 no. II. Sept., pp. 413, 414.
CABEZ ON, Antonio deFERGUSON, 'TOWARD. Corrupt passages in ̀Diferencias'by Cabezon. ML vol. 52 no. 4. Oct, PP. 402-406.
CALYPSOCOMPTON, J. EGYPTIEN. The calypso. MTe vol. 50no. 10. Oct., p. 9; vol. 50 no. ii. Nov., pp. 10,11.
CARDEW, CorneliusDENNIS, BRIAN. Cardew's 'The Great Learning'.MT vol. 112 no. 1545. Nov., pp. io66-1o68.
CHAMBER MUSICBELL, C. A. The growth of chamber music in Europeand America. S vol. 82 no. 976. Aug., pp. 169, 171,173; vol. 82 no. 977. Sept., pp. 209, 211, 213; vol.82 no. 979. Nov., pp. 313, 315; vol. 82 no. 980.Dec, PP. 355, 357, 359, 361.
MACNAGHTEN, ANNE. A full-time string quartet inNorth Hertfordshire. MTe vol. 5o no. II. Nov.,p. 14; vol. 50 no. 12. Dec., p. 17.
STANFIELD, M. B. The Guarneri String Quartet. Svol. 8z no. 975. July, pp. 105, 107.
CHILDRENCOLE, HUGO. Music (and especially opera) forchildren. MT vol. II2 no. 1543. Sept., pp. 849, 85o.

CHORAL MUSICJOSEPHINE, SISTER. In response to a need. [On thePueri Cantores '.] CM vol. 3 no. 12. Dec., pp.
22, 23.

MCKENZIE, TIMOTHY. Fifteen years in bottom gear.[On the church choir.] CM vol. 3 no. II. Oct.,PP. 14, 15.
PAGE, E. CLIFFORD. Words and music. MO vol. 94no. 1127. Aug., pp. 576, 577.
CHURCH MUSICBOWGETT, PAULINE. Musk at San Marco: Music andmusicians. CM vol. 3 no. II. Oct., pp. 12-14.
KENYON, NICHOLAS. A future for the treasury ofsacred music? CM vol. 3 no. rz. Dec., pp. 13, 14.
REES, ELIZABETH. What is a mode? CM vol. 3 no. 12.Dec., pp. 15, 16.
ROUTLEY, ERIK. Hymns for a new dispensation. CMvol. 3 no. 12. Dec., pp. 8, 9.
CIVIL, AlanCIVIL, ALAN. Performers' platform: About the horn.Co no. 41. Autumn, pp. 17-20.
CLEGG, DavidJOHNSON, DAVID. David Clegg's music. MO vol. 94no. 1128. Sept., pp. 631, 633.
CONCANEN, AlfredPEARSALL, RONALD. Cover story illustrations forVictorian songs. MMu vol. 19 no. 12. Aug., pp.18, 19.
CORTIS, AntonioLEON, JACQUES A., M. SULEYMAN, et al. AntonioCortis. RC vol. 20 no. 3. Oct., pp. 53-69.
CHRISTMAS MUSICCUDWORTH, CHARLES. Per la notte di natale. MT vol.112 no. 1546. Dec., pp. 1165, 1166.
CROSSE, GordonBOWEN, MEIRION. Gordon Crosse. MMu VOL 20no. 4. Dec., pp. 42-44.
CROWNE, JohnBALDWIN, OLIVE AND THELMA WILSON. An EnglishCalisto [1675]. MT vol. 112 no. 1541. July, pp.651-653.
CRUFT, EugeneCRUFT, EUGENE. 1903: then and now: some [double]bass reflections. RS nos. 42/43. April/July, pp.758-766.

CZECHOSLAVAKIASIMPSON, ADRIENNE. Early music in Prague. RMMvol. 3 no. II. Sept., pp. 405, 406.
DANCEKNIGHT, JUDITH. Music for dance. An interviewwith Leonard Salzedo. Co no. 40. Summer, pp.15-17.
DART, Robert ThurstonANON. Robert Thurston Dart, 1921-1971. Anappreciation by a friend. GSJ vol. 24. July, pp. 2-4.
LEWIS, ANTHONY. Thurston Dart. ML vol. 52 no. 3.July, pp. 236-238.
DEBUSSY, ClaudePALMER, CHRISTOPHER. Tchaikovsky and Debussy.MO vol. 95 no. 1130. Nov., pp. 69, 71, 73.
DELIUS, FrederickPALMER, CHRISTOPHER. Delius and Percy Grainger.ML vol. 52 no. 4. Oct, pp. 418-425.
PIRIE, PETER J. Delius the unknown. MMu vol. 19no. II. July, pp. 34-40.
THRELFALL, ROBERT. DeliAIS'S piano concerto-apostscript. MO vol. 95 no. 1129. Oct., pp. 14, 15.
DENMARKSUTCLIFFE, TOM. Music in Denmark. MMu vol. zono. I. Sept., pp. 22-24.
DESTINN, EmmyDENNIS, J. Ema Destinova. RC vol. zo nos. 1/2.July, pp. 5, 6.
DENNIS, J. Emmy Destinn, discography. RC vol. zonos. x/z. July, pp. 29-47.
REKTORYS, ARTUS. Ema Destinova. RC vol. annos. 1/2. July, pp. 6-z8.
DICKINSON, PeterPAYNE, ANTHONY. Peter Dickinson. MT vol. 112no. 1542. Aug., pp. 755, 756.
DICTIONARYORGA, ATES. From Aristotle to Grove. MO vol. 95no. 1131. Dec., pp. 124, 125, 127.
DISTLER, HugoBRYARD, HERBERT. Hugo Distler and his organmusic. MO vol. 94 no. 1126. July, pp. 515, 517, 519.
DIXON, James Hugh ReginaldANON. Dr J. H. R. Dixon. CM vol. 3 O. io. Aug.,pp. 15, 16.
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DOLMETSCH, ArnoldCAMPBELL, MARGARET. Dolmetsch's American years.RMM vol. 3 no. 1z. Dec., PP- 451, 453, 454.
DRAGONETTI, DomenicoSLATFORD, RODNEY. Domenico Dragonetti. PRMAvol. 97. pp. 21-28.
DRAMATIC MUSICHOLMAN, PETER. Recreating Renaissance theatremusic. RMM vol. 3 no. II. Sept., pp. 397, 398.
DUPRE, MarcelSUMNER, W. L. Marcel Dupre (1886-1971). 0 vol.51 no. 201. July, pp. 32-35.
DORER, AlbrechtSHARP, G. B. The age of Albrecht Diirer (1471-1528):Musical undertones in his religious works. CM vol. 3no. 12. Dec., pp. xi, 12.
DVORAKOVA, LudmillaBLYTII, ALAN. Ludmilla Dvorakova. Op vol. 22no. 9. Sept., pp. 768-772.
ELECTRONIC MUSICCRIMLISK, ANTHONY. We have a sound-house.[On a music laboratory.] MTe vol. 5o no. Io. Oct.,pp. II, 12; vol. 50 no. II. Nov., p. 15; vol. 50 no.2. Dec., pp. 19, 20.
STOCKHAUSEN, KARLHEINZ. The origins of electronicmusic. MT vol. 112 no. 1541. July, pp. 649, 65o.
ELGAR, Sir EdwardDAWES, FRANK. Elgar's cottage in Sussex. MT vol.112 r10. 1545. Nov., pp. 1069, 1070.
POOLE, GEOFFREY. Questioning the enigma. MMuvol. 19 no. 12. Aug., pp. 26-29.
EVANS, Sir GeraintLOVELAND, KENNETH. Geraint Evans. WM vol. 3no. To. Autumn, pp. 20-24.
FLUTEBATE, PHILIP. The vertical/transverse flute. Fourcuriosities unrelated in time. RMM vol. 3 no. 12.Dec., pp. 447-450.
BRINDLEY, GILES. The standing wave-pattern of theflute. GSJ vol. 24. July, pp. 5-15.
FOLK MUSICSTEWART, MADEAU. The wilder shores of music: thewoodwind and vocal music in non-Europeantraditions. RMM vol. 3 no. II. Sept., pp. 394-396.
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FRANCEosoussrER, PHILIPPE. The chapel of the Sun King.MMu vol. zo no. 3. Nov., pp. 30-32.
FROBERGER, Johann JakobBEECHEY, GWILYM. Johann Jakob Froberger (i616-1667). C no. 27. pp. 3z-38.
GARDNER, John
GARDNER, JOHN. Composer's anthology. RS no. 44.Oct., pp. 798-803. List of recordings, pp. 803, 804.
GERMANYBALKIN, MARC. Reichsmusik, an aid to fanaticism.MMu vol. 20 no. 3. Nov., pp. 22-24, 26-28.
GIBBONS, OrlandoMOREHEN, JOHN. The Gibbons-Loosemore mystery.MT vol. II2 110. 1544. Oct., pp. 959, 960.
GILBERT AND SULLIVANLAMB, ANDREW. Gilbert and Sullivan and the Gaiety.MT vol. iiz no. 1546. Dec., pp. 1162-1164.
GIULIANI, MauroHECK, THOMAS F. Mauro Giuliani, birth and deathdates established. GN no. 114. Oct./Dec., pp. 4-7.
GRAINGER, PercyPALMER, CHRISTOPHER. Delius and Percy Grainger.ML vol. 52 no. 4. Oct, PP. 418-425.
GRAY, Thomas
CUDWORTH, CHARLES. Thomas Gray and Music.MT vol. iiz no. 1541. July, pp. 646-648.
GREAT BRITAINELLIS, TECWYN. Welsh music in Georgian times.WM vol. 3 no. To. Autumn, pp. 11-19.
NYMAN, MICHAEL. Believe it or not, melody ridesagain. On a new generation of British composers.MMu vol. 20 no. 2. Oct., pp. 26-28.
RASTALL, RICHARD. Minstrelsy, church and clergy inmedieval England. PRMA vol. 97. pp. 83-98.
SUTCLIFFE, Tom. The Manchester scene. MMu vol.vol. 20 no. 4. Dec., pp. 24-28.
WUELLNER, GUY. The Fitzwilliam Virginal Book.Textural procedures of the English virginalists.MR vol. 32 no. 4. Nov., PP. 326-348.
GUITARABLONIZ, MIGUEL. Rational guitar technique. GNno. 113. July/Sept., pp. 19-23; no. 114. Oct./Dec.,PP. 22, 23.

DENCH, HAROLD. Music for practice. GN no. 113.July/Sept., pp. 15-17; no. 114. Oct./Dec., pp. 24, 25.
GUTHRIE, Sir TyroneCROSS, JOAN. Sir Tyrone Guthrie: an appreciation.Op vol. 22 no. 8. Aug., pp. 696-698.
HANDEL, George FridericBEST, TERENCE. Handel's keyboard music. MT vol.112 no. 1543. Sept., pp. 845-848.
DEAN, WINTON.1544. Oct., pp.Handel's Ottone. MT vol. iiz no.955-958.
LOEWENTHAL, RUTH. Handel and NewburghHamilton. MT vol. liz no. 1545. Nov., pp. 1063,1065, 1066.
MUNROW, DAVID. Handel and Telemann: a musicalfriendship. RMM vol. 3 no. xz. Dec., PP. 438, 439.
HARDY, ThomasBYARD, HERBERT. Thomas Hardy and church music.MO vol. 95 no. 113/. Dec., pp. 141, 143, 145.
HARMONYGUTHRIE, W. G. Key signatures and their relationship.MTe vol. 50 no. 9. Sept., pp. 35, 37.
WIENPAHL, ROBERT w. Modality, monality and tonalityin the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. ML vol.52 no. 4. Oct., pp. 407-417.
HARPER, HeatherGOODWIN, NOEL. Heather Harper. Op vol. 22 no. 7.July, pp. 594-600.
HARPSICHORDTHOMAS, MICHAEL. String gauges of old Italianharpsichords. GSJ vol. 24. July, pp. 69-78.
HINDEMITH, PaulSUTTON, WADHAM. The achievement of Hindemith.MO vol. 95 no. 1130. Nov., pp. 67, 68.
HOLTKAMP, WalterNYE, EUGENE M. Walter Holtkamp-a master organbuilder. 0 vol. 51 no. 202. Oct., pp. 66-77.
INSTRUMENTS
BARNES, ROBERT. Out Of harm's way. [On stringinstruments.] S vol. 82 no. 977. Sept., pp. 213, 215,217, 119.
BYRNE, MAURICE. Instruments for the GoldsmithsCompany. GSJ vol. 24. July, pp. 63-68.
HELLWIG, FRIEDEMAN. Makers' marks on pluckedinstruments of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.GSJ vol. 24. July, P. 22-32.

JEANS, SUSI. The angel musicians of Aosta Cathedral.GSJ -vol. 24. July, pp. 60-62.
SHEPPARD, LESLIE. Bowed keyboard instruments. Svol. 8z O. 979. Nov., pp. 299, 301, 303.
JOSQUIN DEPREZBOORMAN, STANLEY. Josquin and his influence. MTvol. 112 no. 5542. Aug., pp. 747-749.
NOBLE, JEREMY. A new motet by Josquin? MT vol.112 no. 1542. Aug., pp. 749-753.
JOUBERT, JohnJOUBERT, JOHN. The Raising of Lazarus [an oratorio].MT vol. lIZ no. 1543. Sept., PP. 852, 854.
KEYBOARDWILLIAMS, PETER. Some developments in earlykeyboard studies. ML vol. 5z no. 3. July, pp. 272-286.
KRAUS, ClemensANON. Performances by Clemens Kraus: non-commercial recordings in the archives of the WestGerman Radio and the Clemens Krauss-Archiv,Vienna. RS nos. 42/43. April/July, pp. 743-746.
MASCHAT, ERIK.P. Hutchinson.740-742.

Clemens Kraus. Translated byRS nos. 42/43. April/July, pp.
LEMOYNE, Jean BaptisteRUSIITON, JULIAN. An early essay in ' Leitmotif ':J. B. Lemoyne's Electre ML vol. 52 no. 4. Oct.,PP. 387-401 •
LHEVINNE, Josef and RosinaANDERSON, hy.HARRItsYnoli. 44. Josef octa.,nd pp.R7o9sIi-n7a97Lhevinne .
SHERMAN, GLEN. Josef Lhevinne. RS no. 44. Oct.,PP. 784-791.
LISZT, FranzPIRIE, PETER J. Variable genius: Liszt's unevenoutput. MMu vol. 19 no. 12. Aug., pp. zo,
LLOYD, David deEVANS, GLYNNE. David de Lloyd: scholar-musician.WM vol. 3 no. 10. Autumn, pp. 4-To.
LOTT, family ofANON. The Lotts of London. [Violin makers.]S vol. 8z no. 976. Aug., pp. 150, 151.
LUTE MUSICBEECHEY, GWILYM. Christopher Lowther's lutebook. GSJ vol. 24. July, pp. 55-59.
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LUTOSLAWSKI, WitoldCOWIE, EDWARD. Mobiles of sound. MMu vol.20 no. 2. Oct., pp. 34-36, 38-40.
LUTYENS, ElisabethBRADSHAW, SUSAN. The music of Elisabeth Lutyens.MT vol. II.2 no. 1541. July, pp. 653, 655, 656.
MAYR, SimoneCARNER, mosco. Simone Mayr and his L'AmorCongiugale ML vol. 52 no. 3. July, pp. 239-258.
MESSIAEN, OlivierGRIFFITHS, PAUL. Poemes and Baikal. A note onMessiaen's development. MT vol. II z no. 1543.Sept., pp. 851, 852.
MONTEVERDI, ClaudioLEPPARD, RAYMOND. 'Realizing' Monteverdi. Opvol. 22 no. 1. Nov., PP. 954-958.
ROCHE, JERONIE. Monteverdi-an interesting exampleof second thoughts. MR vol. 32 no. 3. Aug., pp.193-204.
MUSIC
ADORIAN, ANDREW. IS I1100d Music in the background?Co no. 40. Summer, pp. 25-29.
BANKS, DON. Third-stream Music. PRMA. vol. 97.PP. 59-67-
BARTON-ARMSTRONG, JOHN. Cue for thought. Cono. 40. Summer, pp. 11-14.
REYNOLDS, NICHOLAS. Music and the faeries. MEvol. 35 no. 350. July/Aug., pp. 540, 541.
NORDICA, Lillian
SIMMONS, E. ROMAYNE AND D. J. HOLLAND. Nordicaat the Palace. Op vol. zz no. tz. Dec., pp. 1059-1061.
NOTATION
PITFIELD, THOMAS. Musical calligraphy. Co no. 40.Summer, pp. 21-23.
WULSTAN, DAVID. The earliest musical notation. MLvol. 52 no. 4. Oct., pp. 365-38z.
OPERAANDERSON, ANDE. 'Resident' [producer] at work.Op vol. 22 no. 9. Sept., pp. 773-777.
ANON. Change or decay? Mo vol. 95 no. 1131.Dec., pp. 116, 117.
BAZAROV, KONSTANTIN. Grand cinema: opera films.MMu vol. zo no. 2. Oct., pp. 20-22.
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BOYD, MALCOLM. John Hughes [poet, 1677-1720] onOpera. ML vol. 5z no. 4. Oct, PP- 383-386.
DRAKE, JOHN D. The eighteenth-century melodrama.MT vol. Ira no. '545. Nov., pp. 1058-1o6o.
KoEGLER, HoRsT. West Berlin's opera. Op vol. 2.2no. 8. Aug., pp. 676-683.
MILNES, RODNEY. Ever decreasing circles. Op vol.22 no. ii. Nov., pp. 945-953.
MITCHELLS, K. Operatic characters and voice type.PRMA vol. 97. pp. 47-58.
rm., CHARLES. Paris Opera modernised. Op vol. 22no. ii. Nov., pp. 959-962.
ROBERTSON, JAMES. Training for opera. TCM no. 16.Oct., p. 9.
ORCHESTRAANON. Recreation and re-creation. [On orchestrasand record piracy.] MO vol. 95 no. 1130. Nov.,pp. 6o ,6i.
ORGANDUKES, M. N. G. Two manuals, pedals and a budget.0 vol. 51 no. zoz. Oct., pp. 41-51.
DUKES, GRAHAM. Whistles in the wind. MO vol. 95no. 1131. Dec., pp. 145, 147, 149.
FLAY, A. L. Change or decay? MO vol. 95 no. 1129.Oct., pp. 33, 35, 37.
LADE, JOHN. The organ in the Netherlands. MT vol.112 no. 1546. Dec., pp. 1213, 1214.
PADGETT-CHANDLER, DAVID E. The organ: VOXinaudita. Mo vol. 95 no. 1130. Nov., p. 87.
SCHUMAN, JACK C. 'Reversed' portativcs andpositives in early art. GS 1. vol.1  24. July, pp. 16-21.
SWINYARD, LAURENCE. The principles of organregistration for beginners. MO vol. 94 no. 1127.Aug., pp. 574-576; vol. 94 no. i128. Sept., pp. 629,631.
WEEKS, j. R. An eighteenth-century chamber organ.MO vol. 94 no. 1126. July, pp. 519, 511, 523.
ORGAN, particularBoormAN, RALPH. The Parish churches of the LleynPromontory and their organs. MO vol. 95 no. 1129.Oct., 31-33.
CULVERWILL, MARTIN P. Holy Trinity church,Taunton-a history of the organ. 0 vol. 51 no. zoz.Oct., pp. 83-88.

DAVIDSON, C. H. For the carrier, five shillings.'[On the organ in Stoke Dry, Rutland.] 0 vol. 51no zor. July, pp. Iz-i6.
HUGHES, BRYAN. The organ in St Joseph's College,Upholland, Lancs. 0 vol. 51 no. zoz. Oct., pp.78-82.
MARIGOLD, W. G. The organs of the Markuskirche,July, pp. 17-20.Munich. 0 vol. 51 no. zoi.
mArriiEws, BETTY. Some early organs in RomseyAbbey. 0 vol. 51 no. zoI. July, pp. 7-x 1.
mArrHEws, j. G. The organ in LoughboroughParish Church. MO vol. 95 no. 1130. Nov., pp.83, 85.
MORRIS, PETER. The organ in All Saints ParishChurch, West Bromwich. 0 vol. 51 no. zoz. Oct.,PP. 52-57.
PASK, ERIC. The organ at Ashbridgc [Hertfordshire].0 vol. 51 no. 202. Oct., pp. 58-65.
ROBBINS, EDUARD R. The Garrison Church organs ofBerlin. 0 vol. 51 no. zoI. July, pp. 29-31.
RowNTREE, JOHN P. The von Beckerath organ,Clare College, Cambridge. CM vol. 3 no. io. Aug.,p. 23.
ROWNTREE, JOHN P. The Rieger organ, St Thomas'Church, Walsall. CM vol. 3 no. ii. Oct., p. 25.
SUMNER, W. L. The organs of Bremen Cathedral:a study in organic fashion. 0 vol. 51 no. zoI. July,pp. 1-6.
WEBB, S. J. The rebuilt Gloucester organ. MT vol.112. no. 1542. Aug., pp. 799, 800.
PAMPHILON, EdwardANON. Edward Pamphilon. vol. - g 2 HO. 979. Nov.,pp. 290, 291.
PERCUSSIONBOWEN, MEIRION. Drag, ruff and paradiddle. MMuvol. 19 no. 12. Aug., pp. 22-24.
LAWRENCE, GEORGE 13. But Cinderella can go to theball. MTe vol. 5o no. 7. July, pp. 8, u.
PERFORMANCEBRAY, ROBERT. The interpretation of musica ficta. inEnglish music C. 1490-C. 1580. PRMA vol. 97.
PP. 29-45.
EDWARDS, WARWICK A. The performance of ensemblemusic in Elizabethan England. PRMA vol. 97.pp. 113-123.

PHILIPS, PeterPIKE, LIONEL. Peter Philips' 'Les RossignolsSpirituels C no. 27. 1971, pp. 50-63.
PIANOMEALY, SIMON. An exceedingly ingenious device.[On the player-piano.] Mo vol. 94 no. 1127. Aug.,pp. 563, 565.
PIQUE, Francois LouisANON. Francois Louis Pique. S vol. 82 no. 975.
July, pp. 102, 103, 127.

PRAETORIUS, Michael'SHARP, G. B. The fathers of Lutheran music: MichaelPra.etorius (1571-1621). MT vol. 112 110. 1546.Dec., pp. 1159-1162.
PRITCHARD, JohnROSENTHAL, HAROLD. John Pritchard. Op vol. 22no. Io. Oct., pp. 870-876.
PROFESSION OF MUSICANON. An occupational hazard of violinists. S vol.no. 975. July, pp. 125, 127.
HAWKINS, MARTIN. Collecting letters. [On academicdistinctions.] MO vol. 94 no. 1127. Aug., p. 577.
HOWES, FRANK. The Musicians' Benevolent Fund. Ajubilee retrospect. MT vol. irz no. 1545. Nov., pp.1054-1057.
REYNOLDS, GORDON. Minimum requirements. RCMvol. 67 no. 3. Dec., pp. 101-103.
SHIRLEY, GEORGE. The black performer. Op vol. zzno. To. Oct., pp. 858-867. (Originally published in'Opera News' January 1971.)
TYLER, JAMES, ANTIIONY ROOLEY et al. The  Consortof Musicke ' [a group of players]. RMM vol. 3 no. Tz.Dec., PP. 440-442.
PSALTERYLEACII, JOHN. The psaltery. C no. 27. 1971, pp.
39-49.
RAWSTHORNE, AlanMCCABE, JOHN. Alan Rawsthorne. MT vol. 112no. 1544. Oct., pp. 952-954.
RECORDER
DINN, FREDA AND WALTER BERGMANN. The recorderand music festivals. RMM vol. 3 no. II. Sept., pp.415-418.
CLARK, PAUL. A guide to the sopranino (for youngerplayers). RMM vol. 3 no. iz. Dec., pp. 472-474.
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FAJARDO, RAOUL J. How to improve your recorder.RMM vol. 3 no. 12. Dec., PP- 443-445.
RECORDS AND RECORDINGS
WHITE, MICHAEL. Audio mod cons. MMu vol. 20no. 4. Dec., pp. 38, 39.
RODZINSKI, ArthurLEGGE, HARRY. Artur Rodzinski. RS nos 42/43.April/July, pp. 767-770.
RUBBRA, EdmundSTEVENS, BERNARD. Rubbra at seventy. RCM vol.67 no. 3. Dec., pp. 99, Ioo.
SALIERI, Antonio
CHARLTON, DAVID. Salieri'S timpani. MT vol. 222no. 1544. Oct., pp. 961, 962.
SCHOECK, OthmarPALMER, PETER. Othmar Schoeck (1886-2957).MMu vol. zo no. 3. Nov., PP. 34, 35, 38, 40.
SCHUBERT, FranzCOOLIDGE, RICHARD A. Form in the string quartet ofFranz Schubert. MR vol. 32 no. 4. Nov., pp. 309-
325.
SCHUMANN, RobertSAMS, ERIC. Schumarin's hand injury. MT vol. uzno. 1546. Dec., pp. 1156-1159.
SCHUTZ, HeinrichBRAY, ROGER. The Cantiones Sacrae ' of HeinrichSchutz re-examined. ML vol. 52 no. 3. July, pp.299-305.
SINGINGSTEVENS, DENIS. An earlier chamber music. On thefine art of the vocal consort. MMu vol. 20 110. 2.Oct., pp. 30, 31.
SMETANA, BecliichCLAPHAM, JOHN. Smetana's fight. MMu vol. 19no. Ii. July, pp. zo, 21.
CLAPHAM, JOHN. The Smetana-Pivoda controversy.ML vol. 52 110. 4. Oct., pp. 353- 364.
FELDMANN, H. The otological aspect of BedfichSmetana's disease. MR vol. 32 no. 3. Aug., pp.233-247.
SMITH. Bernard SCHMIDTSHAW, WATKINS. Some stray notes on ' Father 'Smith. 0 vol. 51 no. 202. July, pp. 25-28.
SOLTI, Sir GeorgeMAGEE, BRYAN. Solti's ten years. Op vol. 22 no. 7.July, pp. 576-580.
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ROSENTHAL, HAROLD. Solti's Covent Garden-andafter. Op vol. 22 no. 8. Aug., pp. 672-675.
STEVENSON, Ronald
STEVENSON, RONALD. Composer's anthology. RSnos. 42/43. April/July, PP. 747-754. List ofrecordings, pp. 755-757.
STOKOWSKI, LeopoldJOHNSON, EDWARD. Stokowski looks back. MMuvol. 19 no. II. July, pp. 22-24.
STRAUSS, RichardFRANKLIN, PETER R. Strauss and Nietzsche: Arevaluation of ' Zarathustra '. MR vol. 32 no. 3.Aug., pp. 248-253.
STRAVINSKY, IgorBRADSHAW, SUSAN. 1919: Suite from The Soldier'sTale T  no. 97. Summer, pp. '5-18.
LEACH, JOHN. Stravinsky and the cimbalom. Cono. 40. Summer, pp. 1-5.
MATTHEWS, DAVID. 1912: Zvezdoliki ['Le Roi desEtoilesi T no. 97. Summer, 1313. 9-14.
MELLERS, WILFRID. 1930: Symphony of Psalms. Tno. 97. Summer, pp. 19-27.
Rom, ERNST. In remembrance of Igor Stravinsky.T no. 97. Summer, pp. 4-6.
STEVENS, BERNARD. Stravinsky the ever-young.RCM vol. 67 no. 3. Dec., pp. 203-105.
WHITE, ERIC WALTER. Stravinsky in interview. T no.97. Summer, pp. 6-9.
YOUNG, DOUGLAS. 1964: Abraham and Isaac. T no.97. Summer, pp. 27-37.
SYMPHONY
BALLANTINE, CHRISTOPHER. The symphony in thetwentieth century: some aspects of its tradition andinnovation. MR vol. 32 no. 3. Aug., pp. 219-232.
TATE, PhyllisTATE, PHYLLIS. Two [pieces] for staging [in schools].ME vol. 35 no. 352. Nov./Dec., pp. 636-639.
TCHAIKOVSKY, Peter IlyitchPALMER, CHRISTOPHER. Tchaikovsky and Debussy.MO vol. 95 no. 2130. Nov., pp. 69, 71, 73.
TSCHAIKOVSKY on Auber (2781-1871), translated byF. Harling-Comyns, from Memoires et critiques'.MO vol. 94 no. 1128. Sept., p. 625.

TEACHINGANON. Music in a secondary school. MTe vol. 5ono. 7. July, pp. 9, lo; vol. 50 no. 8. Aug., pp. 13,24, 16; vol. 50 no. 9. Sept., pp. 22, 22.
ANON. Accent on youth. MO vol. 95 no. 2229.Oct., pp. 5, 6.
BENNETT, MAURICE, AND CHRISTINE BROWN. The artof practising. ME vol. 35 no. 352. Nov./Dec., pp.
640-642.
BERESFORD-PEIRSE, SYBIL. Autistic children andmusic. ME vol. 35 no. 350. July/Aug., pp. 535-537.
CAMPBELL, LAURA. Teaching chromatic double-thirdscales. MTe vol. 5o no. 22. Dec., pp. 18, 19.
DAVIS-BROWN, EILEEN. Spotting the winners.[Candidates for a violin class.] S vol. 82 no. 975.July, pp. 123, 225.
EAST, JOHN MICHAEL. Music in education: thehandicapped. CM vol. 3 no. 12. Dec., pp. 27, 28.
KINGSWOOD, PETER. Better later than ever. [onviolin playing.] S vol. 82 no. 976. Aug., pp. 259,262.
KINGSWOOD, PETER. Aural hygiene for the maturepupil [of the violin]. S vol. 8z no. 977. Sept., pp.229, 232.
KNOWLES, JOYCE. The adult piano group. MTe vol.50 no. 7. July, p. 22; vol. 50 no. 8. Aug., p. 8;vol. 50 no. 9. Sept., p. 18; vol. 50 no. 10. Oct., p.23; vol. 50 no. II. Nov., pp. 20, 21.
LAST, JOAN. Beginning to play the piano. MTe vol.50 no. 7. July, p. 15; vol. 50 no. 8. Aug., pp. 25, 27;vol. 5o no. 9. Sept., p. 24; vol. 50 no. 20. Oct.,PP• 27, 35; vol. 50 no. xi. Nov., p. 24; vol. 50 no.
12. Dec., pp. 20, 21.
MIDDLEMISS, JEAN. The Suzuki method. A reportfrom Japan. MTe vol. 50 no. 8. Aug., pp. 15, 16.
MINCHIN, LESLIE. Schubert in the classroom. MEvol. 35 DO. 351. Sept./Oct., pp. 586, 587.
OAKES, SHEILA. Violin teaching in Hungary. S vol.8z no. 979. Nov., pp. 307, 309, 322.
RENNOLDSON, REGINALD. Saturday's children. [Onmusic education in the Trinity College of Music.]TCM no. 26. Oct., pp. 7, 8.
RON, HANocx. Israeli immigrants' musical education.ME vol. 35 110. 352. Nov./Dec., pp. 633-635.
ROWNTREE, JOHN P. To test Or not to test? Toeducate or not to educate? CM vol. 3 no. 1o. Aug.,
pp. 21, 24.

SCOTT, ALEXANDER R. C. The non-specialist-training and assessment. ME vol. 35 no. 350. July/Aug., pp. 532, 533.
SECCIII, SALVATORE. The first hundred days of violinstudy. S vol. 8z no. 975. July, pp. 229-231; vol. 82DO. 978. Oct., pp. 255, 257; vol. 82 no. 980. Dec.,pp. 363, 365.
siMPSON, A. Effective speaking-its value forhandicapped girls. TCM no. 16. Oct., p. 23.
WARD, DAVID. Sound approaches. MTe vol. 5ono. 7. July, pp. 7, 28; vol. 5o no. 8. Aug., p.
wEsToN, PAMELA. Supernumerary clarinets. MTevol. 50 no. 9. Sept., pp. xx, 22.WILSON, MARY. 'Yuletide' traditions. ME vol. 35no. 351. Sept./Oct., pp. 588, 5 8 9.
TELEMANN, Georg PhilippMUNROW, DAVID. Handel and Telemann: a musicalfriendship. RMM vol. 3110. 22. Dec., PP. 438, 439.
TRUMPETHALFPENNY, ERIC. Notes on two later Britishtrumpets. GSJ vol. 24. July, pp. 79-83.
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS, Ralph
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS, URSULA. Vaughan Williams andopera. Co no. 42. Autumn, pp. 25-27.
VIARDOT, PaulineFITZLYON, APRIL. Pauline Viardot: a 25oth anniversarytribute. Op vol. 22 no. 7. July, pp. 582-588.
VIOLINDANNEMANN, ULRICII. Considerations on theproblems of motion form in violin left hand technique.S vol. 8z no. 975. July, pp. 133, 135.
FRISOLI, PATRIZIA. The Museo Stradivariano inCremona. GSJ vol. 24. July, pp. 33-5o.
JONES, ALAN. A common misconception of thebaroque trill. S vol. 82 no. 975. July, pp. 225, 227,119.
LEWIN, ROBERT. The quest for intonation. S vol.82 no. 978. Oct., pp. 245, 247, 249, 252.
LEWIN, ROBERT. Be security conscious! S vol. 8zno. 979. Nov., pp. 317, 319, 322, 323.
PULVER, JEFFREY. Viol and violin in Merrie England.(Reprinted from a 1913 issue.) S vol. 8z no. 975.July, pp. 109, III, 113.
RAMPAL, L. F. Some notes on violin acoustics.(Reprinted from a 1913 issue.) S vol. 8z no. 976.Aug., pp. 261, 163, 165; vol. 8z no. 977. Sept., pp.
229, 221, 223.
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SHEPPARD, LESLIE. Vetting a violin. S vol. Si no.975. July, pp. 119, 121, 123.
SHEPPARD, LESLIE. A perfect rest [for the chin]. Svol. 82 no. 978. Oct., pp. 251, 253.
SHEPPARD, LESLIE. The bridge and its tonalimportance. S vol. Si no. 980. Dec., pp. 347, 349,351.
VIOLONCELLOKNIGHT, MARK. Sottanini e violoncelli. [Femininefashions and the cello.] MO vol. 95 no. 1130. Nov.,pp. 68, 69.
SHEPPARD, LESLIE. The student cello. S vol. 82 no.977. Sept., pp. 203, 205.
sTANFIELD, N. B. The application of cello technique.S vol. 82 no. 977. Sept., pp. 225, 227.
VORISEK, Jan VaclavSIMPSON, ADRIENNE. A profile of Jan Vaclav Voiigek.PRMA vol. 97. pp. 125-132.
VUILLAUME, Jean BaptisteANON. A Guarneri model by J. B. Vuillaume. Svol. 82 no. 977. Sept., pp. 294, 195.
WAGNER, RichardBECKETT, LUCY. Parsifal as drama. ML vol.no. 3. July, pp. 259-271. 52
BLrrH, ALAN. Opera on the gramophone:' Siegfried',part 1. Op vol. 22 no. 12. Dec., pp. 1041-1048.
MARCUS, DAVID. The break in The Ring. Anexamination of the creative relationships of Wagner'slater projects. MMu vol. zo no. I. Sept., pp. z6-z8.

CORRESPONDENCE

MATTHEWS, DENIS. Wagner's Tristan andMeistersinger: a comparison. RS nos. 42/43. April/July, P. 734-740.
WALTER, JohannSHARP, G. B. The fathers of Lutheran music: JohannWalter. MT vol. 112 no. 2545. Nov., pp. 106o,1061, 1063.
WASHINGTON, HenryANON. Henry Washington [past director of music atBrompton Oratory, London]. CM vol. 3 no. 12.Dec., p. 17.
WERRO, HenryLEWIN, ROBERT. Henry Werro at seventy-five. Svol. 82 no. 976. Aug., pp. 153, 155, 157, 159.
WESLEY, CharlesMATTHEWS, BETTY. Charles Wesley on organs. MTvol. 112 no. 2544. Oct., pp. 2007, 1009, 101 0; vol. Ii2no. 2545. Nov., pp. I I I I, 1112.
WILLAERT, AdrianRUFF, LILLIAN M. Adrian Willaert-the man and hismusic. C no. 17. 1971, pp. 2-31.
WILLIAMSON, MalcolmWALSH, STEPHEN. Williamson's Organ Symphony.MT vol. 112 no. 1545. Nov., pp. 1108, 1109.
WURLITZER, LeeCAMPBELL, MARGARET. Anything man can do. Svol. 82 no. 976. Aug., pp. 175, 177, 179-181.

WILLIAM C. SMITH
MADAM,I would like to draw your attention to a mistake in the unsigned article on William C. Smith, nonagenarian,on page twenty-one of the spring number of BRIO. In line four it states: It was as long ago as 2900 that heentered the British Museum and in the following year he succeeded W. Barclay Squire in charge of the MusicRoom.' Actually he was transferred to the Music Room in 1902 and succeeded Barclay Squire in 1920.19 Common Close, C H A R L E S  HUMPHRIESHorse/l,Voking,Surrey.
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GUSTAV HOLST
MADAM,It is possible that some of your readers might be able to help me with information for the Thematic Catalogueof Holst's music which I am compiling for the centenary of his birth in 1974. Many manuscripts of his publishedworks are missing and I am particularly anxious to find the autograph full score of The Cloud Messenger (Stainer& Bell); Hecuba's Lament (Stainer & Bell); Hammersmith in the military band version (Boosey & Hawkes), andthe 1933 Scherzo (Boosey & Hawkes).Among the missing unpublished works, I am still searching for the incidental music to Masefield's Philipthe King, produced at Covent Garden on 5 November 1914, and I am hoping to find more of the StepneyChildren's Pageant' produced at the Whitechapel Art Gallery in May 2909: the only items I possess from thispageant are The Song of London and 0 England my Country, which were printed separately.It is only recently that I have learnt of the collection of Hoist letters in the library of the University ofGlasgow and I think there may be material in other libraries which I have not yet heard about. I should bevery grateful for any information.9 Church Walk, I M O G E N  HOLSTAldeburgh,Suffolk iPi5 5DU.The Bristol Conference: April 1972
MICHAEL SHORTIn spite of uncertain rail transport conditions, the joint conference held by the United Kingdom branch ofI.A.M.L. and the Sound Recordings Group of the Library Association took place successfully in Bristol from14 to 16 April 1972.After coping with the eccentricities of Bristol's bus services, most delegates arrived at Churchill Hall intime for dinner, followed by an enjoyable concert of wind music given by the Taffanel Quintet, which includeda work by the composer after whom the group is named: for most of us our first encounter with the workof that master.The next day the real business of the conference commenced, and working sessions were devoted to provisionof performing materials for choral and orchestral works and to the newly-formed Greater London AudioSpecialisation Scheme (otherwise known as GLASS, or, we can see right through your little schemes ').A great deal of interest in these topics was shown by the delegates, even extending to the formation of impromptudiscussion groups in the free periods between each session: such is the capacity of music librarians for talkingshop at the slightest opportunity. In the afternoon we were treated to a tour of Bristol's Central Library whichhas been modernised and extended in recent years, and heard stories of the curious behaviour of both readersand librarians in times past (mainly eighteenth-century, I hasten to add). As a convinced opponent of stock-taking, I was amused to hear that when the chained library was checked at the end of the seventeenth centuryit was discovered that not a single book was missing: on the other hand, a large number of chains had beenstolen!Saturday evening was devoted to an interesting talk by Dr Karol Musiol in which he described the methodsused by countries in eastern Europe to encourage appreciation of music among the general public. Dr Musiolhad travelled from Poland especially for this occasion and showed an admirable command of the Englishlanguage. His talk was illustrated by means of slides and recordings and although he was unable to bring theappropriate films out of Poland, an alternative was rushed to Bristol from the depths of some British archive,and provided a great deal of amusement, apparently being an early uncut version of an unknown Ken Russellmasterpiece.The next day saw a further round of intense discussion, this time on multi-media resources and proposalsfor a national discography. After the annual general meeting of the United Kingdom branch of I.A.M.L.,Will Rosser gave an account of his experiences as a television music librarian, and as a grand finale to theconference John Davies gave an illustrated talk about his tour of music libraries throughout the world.The enthusiasm and interest shown by all the participants in the conference proved that there is a real needfor such events to be held on a regular basis so that music librarians can discuss common problems in aninformal atmosphere, and we hope that it will be possible to hold similar joint conferences annually after theinternational committee meetings of 1973.Thanks are due to all who made the conference possible, especially George Saddington, Harry Curralland Roger Crudge, and to all those who spoke at the various meetings. It is to be hoped that the next conferencewill be held in surroundings as congenial as those to be found in Bristol: an inebriated view of the Avon Gorgefrom the Clifton Suspension Bridge at two o'clock in the morning is a psychedelic experience which will bedifficult to equal.
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REVIEWS
HANDEL. A biography, with a survey of books, editions and recordings. [The Concert-goer's Companions.]By Charles Cudworth. Published by Bingley, London, 1972. L1.75p.This is one of a series of short handbooks, under the general editorship of A. Hyatt King, aimed particularlyat the concert-goer without expert knowledge who wishes to learn more about the background to music whichhe or she enjoys hearing'. It follows the pattern of previous volumes, in concentrating on the biographical andbibliographical approaches to the composer's work. Some thirty-six pages are given to Handers life andrelationships with his contemporaries, thirteen pages to Books in English about Handel', thirty-two pages toEditions of Handel's music' and eleven pages to Selected recordings' (this last section being compiled byBrian Redfern).The scope of the series does not include detailed analysis or criticism of the music itself. The Companions'are clearly intended as appetisers; but they have a useful place as reference guides to a wide range of moresubstantial fare. The biographical section of Handel is lively and reliable, and written with affection—drawing acareful line between fact and legend, in a tradition which contains a good deal of the latter. The main outlinesof the composer's active, sometimes tempest-tossed career are clearly drawn; and, in the course of the narrative,Mr Cudworth touches succinctly upon related topics of importance—the convention of the opera sera in whichHandel worked, his relations with his royal and noble patrons, the impression made by his work and personalityupon the men of his day. Quotations from contemporary sources, and from Handel himself, enliven the pictureof the music's eighteenth-century background.The bibliographical section, though brief, should be of help to the reader who wishes to follow up thesethemes in greater depth. The priorities are dependable—Deutsch, Streatfeild, Lang, Winton Dean taking dueplace. However, some of the items which Mr Cudworth lists point to less frequented paths; and, for the moreserious student, he usefully draws attention also to Konrad Sasse's Handel-Bibliographie, with its 1967 supplement.As with the Handel literature, Mr Cudworth is helpfully informative about the many printed versions ofthe music, from the early publications and Arnold's Complete Edition to the present day. His book should beof real value to the concert-goer without expert knowledge '—and to the rather more advanced enquirer,when there is a good library within reach. MICHAEL ANDERSON
A Bibliography of Periodical Literature in Musicology and Allied Fields. Numbers t and 2. October 1938-September 1940. With a record of graduate theses accepted, October 1938-September 1939. By D. H.Daugherty, Leonard Ellinwood and Richard S. Hill. Da Capo Press: New York, 1972.Over thirty years ago these two volumes were welcomed not only for themselves but also as a notableeffort in large scale co-ordination. It was a great pity that the impact of the war prevented their continuance.Number x (135 pages) was the work of forty-six abstractors, who covered 155 periodicals: in Number 2, thescope increased to fifty-seven abstractors and 245 periodicals. The periodicals were of a very varied range,drawn from all over the world, and including ethnography, physics, psychology, science, literature, history andso on, besides those of strictly musical interest. In fact, this is the sort of coverage which Professor Barry Brook'sRILM aims at but has not yet achieved, though it may be expected to do so once the national committeeshave been able to organise and maintain scrutiny of a full range of non-musical journals. Ultimately, of course,when RILM is made completely retrospective it will include the years of the bibliography under review. Butthis probably lies far ahead and meanwhile librarians and musicologists will welcome this reprint.Number I was issued in typescript, which is slightly smudgy, though perfectly legible, in reproduction.Number 2, printed by letterpress, is much sharper, and has the benefit of the index, which Number I lacked.The latter, however, included theses, which Number 2 did not. It is interesting, in historical perspective, tofind that both in the theses and in the articles, there are not a few names of writers who were then little known,but have since become scholars of great reputation. Inevitably, some misprints have been carried over into thereprint. Thus we find Tenscher (for Tenschert), Tovery (for Tovey) and Tippet (for Tippett). On a point ofstrict application of rules, it is interesting to see that Vaughan Williams was entered under 'Williams', ashe still is in the catalogues of the Library of Congress and the British Museum. A. HYATT KINGNOTES ON CONTRIBUTORS
A. Hricrr KING is superintendent of the Music Room of the British Museum.HANS GAL is a composer and musicologist, formerly a lecturer at Edinburgh University.WILL ROSSER is BBC Television music librarian, London.CHRISTEL WALLBAUM is assistant to Hermann Baron.MICHAEL SHORT is Haldane Librarian at Imperial College of Science and Technology (University of London).MICHAEL ANDERSON iS music librarian of the Reid School of Music, Edinburgh University.

THE BRITISH CATALOGUE OF MUSIC
A catalogue of the new music and books about musicpublished in Great Britain, arranged systematicallyaccording to the instruments and voices for which theworks are written with entries under composers, titles,arrangers, authors of words and many other usefulreferences.

Annual subscription to 2 interim issues and Annual Volume:£6.00 net, post paid.
Published byTHE COUNCIL OF THE BRITISH NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY,LTD.

7 & 9 RATHBONE ST., LONDON W1P 2AL01-580 3681

INTERNATIONALINVENTORY OFMUSICAL SOURCESSeries A/I: Single printed works before 1800
This catalogue forms a comprehensive and objective list of single printedworks of practical music which were issued between 1500 and 1800, whichcan be attributed to a definite composer, and which can be located atpresent at a definite place. Within the space of 10 years more than 200,000entries have been collected from about 1,100 libraries, archives, museums,monastries etc. in 29 countries. Series A/I will comprise 6-8 volumes anda supplementary volume (additions and index). Your subscription is herewithinvited.A brochure containing full details will be supplied on request.Already published:Vol. I: Aarts-Byrd, 568 p., cloth. Vol .  II: Cabezon-Eyre, 560 p., cloth.Subscr. price £18.00, retail £22.50 Subscr. price £19.50, retail £24.75

••BARENREITER32 Gt. Titchfield Street, London W1P 7AD Tel. 580 9008
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H. BARON
136 CHATSWORTH ROAD, LONDON N.W.2.

published in reprintLAVALLIERE: Ballets, Opera et autresouvrages lyriques. A chronologicalcatalogue 1548-1760. 300 pp. L2•50
MONDONVILLE: Pieces de Clavecinavec Voix ou Violon, op. 5 (1748)facsimile L 3  •oo
MOSCHELES, thematic catalogue of hisworks L i • z o
TCHAIKOVSKY, thematic catalogue ofhis works L z •  5 o
sole agents forBarry S. BROOK: La symphonie frangaisedans la seconde moitie du XVIIIe siècle.3 volumes L I  5

E. WINTERNITZ: Gaudenzio Ferrari, hisschool and the early history of the violin,1967. 64 pp. (text in English and Italian),zo plates, paper covers L 1 • 2 0
recent catalogues
Autograph music and letters
Musical literature published during thei9th century
Music published in France 1700-1800
Vocal scores. Full scores. Books on music
Music for harpsichord and pianoforte
Methods and treatises on musical com-position, Gregorian chant, instruments andsinging

MUSIC
MEANSCRAMER'S

*ALL EDITIONS SUPPLIED
* MUSICAL LITERATUREAND MUSIC BINDING
J. B. CRAMER& CO. LTD.

99 ST. MARTIN'S LANE,
LONDON WC2N 4AZ

TELEPHONE 01-240 1612

BLACK WELL'SMusic Shop
Music and Books on MusicNew and Secondhand
Gramophone Records

New Catalogues free on request
Catalogue 952 Solo SongsBulletin 26

In preparation:Piano Music
38 HOLYWELL STREETOXFORD

Telephone 4911-4

Just issued
Volume III ofCODE INTERNATIONALDE CATALOGAGE DE LA MUSIQUE
Issued by the Association des Bibliotheques Musicales.English/German/French texts published simultaneously.
I. The Author Catalogue of Published MusicFranz Grasberger(P-4852a) £3.50
II. Limited CodeYvette Fedoroff(P-4852b) £3.00
III. Rules for Full CataloguingVirginia Cunningham(P-4852c) £5.50

With the publication of the third volume of "Rules for Full Cataloguing"the entire official manual for the cataloguing of music publications in accordancewith the International Association of Music Libraries (A.I.B.M.) is now available.Its purpose is:I. to lay down guidelines to cataloguing for libraries and other institutions,2. to facilitate the establishment of international and national bibliographiesand catalogues,3. to promote joint cataloguing between libraries,
4. to facilitate exchanges of information between libraries.
Older libraries are encouraged to adapt themselves to the new internationalrules for reasons of uniformity and rationalisation, thereby attaining greater useful-ness of their catalogues.
For younger libraries and those which have small but growing stocks ofmusic publications, the International Code presents a firm starting-point for workon their catalogues.
Additional rules for the cataloguing of music manuscripts and sound recordingsare in preparation.

Retail & Hire: 119-125 Wardour Street,London WIV 4DN
Head Office 4:44 Trade: 10-12 Baches Street,London Ni 6DN



Important
Additions to the Peters Catalogue

CLAUDE DEBUSSY
Prelude l 'Apres-midi d'un Faune

edited by Max Pommer
Full Score (P-9151) £350 Miniature Score (P-9151a).75p
Both contain extensive preface and editorial notes.
Full orchestral performing material for sale in preparation.

Sonata for Flute, Viola and Harp
edited by Erich List
Harp fingering by Margarete Kluvetasch
(P-9123) £2

Sonata for Violin and Piano
edited by Gyeirgy Garay
(P-9121) £1.25

Sonata for Violoncello and Piano
edited by Josef Schwab
(P-9122) £1.20

Petite Piece and First Rhapsody
for B flat Clarinet and Piano

edited by Reiner Zimmermann
(P-9157) £1.50

CA VIILLE SAINT-SAENS
Sonata for Oboe and Piano Op.166

edited by Reiner Zimmermann
(P-9196) £1.50

Sonata for Bassoon and Piano Op.168
edited by Reiner Zimmermann
(P-9195) £1.50

Retail &  Hire:  119-125 Wardour Street
London W1V 4DN

Head Office &  Trade: 10-12 Baches Street
London N i  6DN


